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Hochglanz weiß 

Unterseite Rückseite 

Purity Reimagined 
The Stunningly Simple T/5i 
Simplify, Then Add Lightness: Simplicity is its own reward and T/5i reduces the 

classic cubic sub to its bare essence. A single, high quality AlloyFibre™ composite 

driver and down firing orienta&on produces maximum coupling with the floor 

and eliminates the need for a grille. T/5i is the purest expression of REL. 

We began by upda&ng our classic 8” bass engine to reduce mass, while greatly 

increasing s&ffness. This improvement led to upgrading cabinet dimensions and 

wall thickness to be/er control the deep bass. Addi&onal upgrades extended 

even into the design of our feet, resul&ng in greater speed and solidity to the 

presenta&on of sound. 

T/5i 

Faster & Deeper 
A 360º Update 
We began by upda&ng our classic 8” bass engine to reduce mass, while greatly increasing 

s&ffness. This improvement led to upgrading cabinet dimensions and wall thickness to 

be/er control the deep bass. Addi&onal upgrades extended even into the design of our 

feet, resul&ng in greater speed and solidity to the presenta&on of sound. 

Proven Power 
RELs Reliable Brains And Brawn 
REL’s electronics are the brains and power behind our success. Serie Ti uses the 

same Class A/B power amplifier sec&ons with large, high current power supplies, 

precision-wound transformers and an amazing reliability record that has powered 

some 100,000 RELs. 

Zero Compression Wireless 
Introducing Arrow™ 
Arrow™ is REL’s latest genera&on of zero compression wireless. Super fast 

delivery of both High Level Bass and .1/ LFE ensures the rich, natural warmth 

that only RELs can deliver. With a throw distance of some 45’(13.7M) Arrow 

permits flexible placement without sacrificing sound quality. 

PRINZIP: 8’’ REL-Langhub-Woofer (200 mm) 

VERSTÄRKERLEISTUNG: 125 W RMS Class AB Endstufe 

WIRELESS-FÄHIGKEIT: JA - REL ArrowTM Sendeeinheit 
separat erhältlich 

ABMESSUNGEN: 267 x 317 x 322 mm (B x H x T) 
(inklusive Füßen und Abdeckungen) 

FINISH: Piano Black; Piano White 

GEWICHT: 12 kg 

ArrowTM separat erhältlich 

UVP 

699,00 € 


